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GAS CHRO,MATOGRAP&lIC DETERWA~ON OF J3FFiXTIV-E DIFFU- 
SWITIES AND KEATS OF ADSORPTION OF C,c, HYDROCARBONS 
ON A COXMERCIAL PLATINUM-ALIJlMINA REFORMXNG CATALYST 

The effective diffusivities of hydrocarbons (n-pentane, n-hexane, n-heptzne, n- 
octane, 2,2_dimethyibutane, 2,3-dhnethytbutane, cyclapentane, methylcyclapentane, 
cycIohexane, benzene, toluene and xylenes) in commercial platinum-alumina reform- 
ing c&aIyst were measured using the chramatogaphic puIse-brozdening unsteady- 
state technique in the temperature range 185-380”. The heats of adsorption of these 
hydrocarbons were estimated from the chromatographic data. The activation ener,z 
of pore diffusion and the heat of adsorption for the vtio~~s hydraczrbans varied 
from 1. f to 3-4 and from 5.2 to 18.5 kc&/mole, rfzspectivefy. 

Early studies of dif&ion in porous catalysts were mosdy based on the :vell- 
known steady-srate Method, first deveIoped by Wicke and KaRenbach’ and Iater 
modified by Weiszz. The use of this method is limited to a sin&e ca’tilyst pellet having 
a narrow pore size distribution and a continuous pore structure”. The other methods 
used were based on transient phenomena, such as measurement of the rate of sorp- 
tioxP4 at constant volume, measurement of the rate of desorption of an adsorbed 
gas in a closed system at constant votume7*8 or at_ constant pressureg, release of ad- 
sorbed gas in a flow of inert gaPt and measurement of a transient flow of pure gas 
through a porous plug (time fag method)xL*U. These unsteady-state methods overcame 
mast of the limitations of the steady-state method, but their use was restricted mast!y 
to studying the diffusion of gases in moiecular sieve solids (e.g., carbon and crystalline 
aluminosilicates) owing to certain practical di&uIties. Recently, a number of gas 
chromatographic techniques, based on the pulse-broadening and moment and Fourier 
analysis of chromatographic peaks, have been appfied to measuring the diffusivity of 
gases in porous solids. The methods have been reviewed by Choudhary”. These 
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methods l-lzve the i&rent ~sd~anm ge tit mesrurements are made on a Irsge and 
r.zpresectaative sampk of *AC solid catalyst at temperatures that approach those used 

in commercial processes. Further9 as it is an unst=dy-state techriique, the effective 
di%sixQ worrld ‘be expected to r&ect the presence of smaX and ‘%cad-en8‘ pores 
as well as the contintrorrs pare structure. 

The use of gas Aromato_gaphy in the measurement of the heats of adsorption 
of gases and vapours of udztik compounds by the etuted pulse and frontaI ar_aIysis 
techniqx is well established. A c&i& review is avtilabie’~. 

The present irivestigation concerned the determination of the effective dif- 
fusivitles and heas of adsorption of C&J8 n-alkanes, isoafkanes (2,2&ethylbutie 
2nd 2,3-dimethylbutane)S cyeIoparaff& (cycIopntaane, methyIcyclopemane and 
cycloiexane) and C& somatic hydrocarbons on the Engelhard RD-ISO com- 

mercial reforming cat2Iyst (plztinum-atumina, containing: 0.6 % (w/w) of platinum) 

at 18.5450” using the g2s chromzto_gaphic plxlse technique. 

A chromatographic column with a bed tengtb of 109 cm was prepared by 
pa&king 16.8 g of EngeRard RD-150 catalyst (heated in 2.k at 500” fur 4 h before use) 
in the form of extrudates of C. I49-cm diameter (diameter based 03 the average size 
of exxudates calculated for spheres of equal volume) into l/&n. copper tubing. 

The pore volume of the catalyst, pm was measuredLs by the fiqrrid penetration 
method rrsiag wuious s&ens such as benzene, n-hexzme, qxlohexanc and carbon 
tetz&kxide; the values of pD obt&ned ag~eeQ within 5 %. The particle density, cP, 
was determined by the mercury &spkcernent nzethocP_ The porosiQ~ of the extrudate 
and the void azld solid fractions of the packed coIunn were estimated from the 
knowltige oBp,, gP and the dens&y of the catalyst be& The dispersion of platinum on 
the c;.ta!yst was measured by the gas c~romatographic puk techiliq~eL5 based on the 
titratiorn of chemkarbed oxygen with hydrogen. The datz oo tic physic& properties 

of the c2tzGyst 2nd packed coiumrr are sw~~ari& in Table I. 
The aromatic by&xxrbons were obtained from BDH (Poole, Great Britaio) 

(Am&R grade), while the other hydrocarbons were Phillips Q3artiesviIlet Okra., 
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U.S.A.) Research Grade. Mitrogen was used 2s the carrier g&s and was passed over 
copper herted at #O” and mofecular sieve in order to remove= trace amorrnts of 
oxygen uld moisture_ 

The chromatographic data were obtained by using 8 PerlGn-Elmer 9tX chm- 
mata,p$th by injecting 0.1-0.5 pl of hydrocarbon and meaxing the retention time 
and the height equivalent to ;L theoretical plate (HETF) of the efEuent puke as a 
fun&on of carrier ,w veiocity at diEerent temperatures_ The cztier gas veEoci@ was 
vzrkb r’om 5 to 50 cm/set and the temper&m from 185 Eo 380”. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The efiective diffusion coefficients of the hydrocarbons in the catalyst are ob- 
tzinsd from the C term in the V~zn Deemter equationl’ using the reIatio~~~ipLs~LF 

where K is the distribution coefkient relateP to the chrcmatographic parameters as 
forlows : 

The vaiues of C are evaIuated from the slopes of the linear plots of HETP versw 
interstitial vefocity at hi& carrier gas fiow-rates. The resuk of diffusion of the hydro- 
carbons in the catalyst at dsereni temperatures z-e &en in Tzble If. The apparent 
activation energies, 4E, for diffusion are presented in Tzble EIf. 

The heats. of adsorption, 4B, were estimated from the slopes of the Linear 
pfots of fog Vxe versrrs I./X’= (slope = -4Efi2.303 l2) and are included in Table III. 
The v&zes of 4H obwined are averaged over the temperature range zs the heat of 
adsorption may change with temper&we. A correktion between dH and the carborr 
number in the FzraBnic and aromatic hydrocarbons is shown in Fig. I. The values of 
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Fig. I. Dependence of heat of adsorptian on carbon number. 

AEf for the aromatic hydrocarbons are much higher the ‘those of parafinic hydro- 
CdK?IK 

It carr be seen from Table 11 that the distribution coefficient, K, decreases with 
the number of carbon atoms in the hydrocarbon and increases with temperature. The 
K vafues for the zramztic hydrocarbons are much fewer and show a stronger depen- 
dence on temperature compared with those for the paraEn2c hydrocarbons. This in- 
creased adsorption of the aromatic hydrocarbons is accompanied by higher heats of 
adsorption arid activation energies for diffusion (Table EIrf. 

The diffusivity data could EUX be coLlected for some of the hydrocarbons at 
temperatwes EGgher than those indicated in TabIe Z because of the difEculdes in the 
analysis of efEuent pulse, either due to the peak asymmetry or because of the inter- 
ference of the reactant (Le., the hydrocarbon under study) peak with that of product 
of the catalytic reaction. With cyclohexane, two distinct peaks were observed at tem- 
peratures above X30”, one for cycrohexane and the other for benzene, which is the 
pro&et of the dehydrogeenation of cyclohexane on platinum-alumina. 

En a catalytic process, the total mass flux in the catalyst is due to the simulta- 
neous occunence of bulk and/or Knndsen dif&sion in the pores, adsorption on the 
pore walls and surface diffusion. The relationship between the surface adsorption and 
diffusion is very complex and not completely established. The surface diffusion of a 
particuIar compound may be affected by the presence of other species in the ad- 
sorbed faye9. Hence, it is not possible to obtain a reliable vaiue of the effective dif- 
fusivity of a catafyst for a particular compound by its prediction either from rhe 
available pore models” OF from the dif&sivity of iliert or other gases In the catalyst. 
In activated diffusion, even though the diffusion coefficient for the rare gases in we11 



defined pare systems gag be &culatedz3 theareticaiiy3 it is not passibIe to evatuate D, 
for the species imolved in tie zctuai cat&-tic pm&s. Eeoce, it Is desirable to decer- 
mize D,, which is required in the design of ca~&~& reactors uld far predicting t’ne 
efiizts of in&apartiCIe mzss tramfer an the reaction r&e, experimentally under actual 
reaction conditions OF even dnr+ ca.tzlq’sis_ 

The gas cbram~t&q&ic p&se-broadening technique ~ppezrs. to be superior 
to the other unsteady-srate techniques in that even a very small de-gee of adsarptiaq 
wEi& is dfEicult to measrrre by the other techniqrres, can be taken into accaunP. It 
can conveniently be used to determine the efEctive dXusivity of z catalyst under the 
actual reactiarr conditiions provided that -&e cat&& reaction is negligibIy smaIi and 
a&o tie reactmi or product mder study emerges from the cohunn as a reasanabIy 
v&E defined peak. If rezctioc occurs, the p’radact peak may inte&ere with that of 
reac’Gmt and the methad fzils to give reiiabIe resuLt.s, and so one must be very careful 
while rrsing &is rechnique far stud+zg &Eusian under reaction conditions and should 
conti the extent to which the reaction accu~s during the passage of ;t reactant pulse 
tlz:ou@ the cataItys~ coIum for diErent Eaw-rates and temperatures. The method 
pnposed by Kelly and FulEet4, which is based cm the passage of a pulse through a 
stirred reactor containing c&Ayst md analysis of the efEuen”t pulse by using a mare 
sp~iific detector, overcomes this difkuky and appears to be of particular use in 
study+ diEusIor: in ca’Laysts under reaction conditions. 

The rruthars are gratefui to Mr. I(. X_ Jhala for his assismmz with the experi- 
mentEd -ivark. 
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